
#

28

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

5090 223 4.55 N/A 30.50 9' 36 6.79 4.16 120 28

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

Pro Position(s) Prospect (Last, First) DOB (Age) Scout Name (Last, First) 

RB Martin, Doug 01/13/89 (29) Turchyn, Nick

COLLEGE

INJURIES

2017 *Concussion Week 12 (Ieft game 2nd half), Week 13 *Suspension Weeks 1-4 (substance) 

2016 * Hamstring Weeks 2 (left game) through week 9 2015 no major injuries (Week 4 Knee 

Injury missed practice but no missed game time) 2014 * Ankle Injury Weeks 8 (left game early) 

through week 11 * Knee injury Week 1 (left game early) through week 3 2013 * Shoulder (torn 

labrum) Weeks 7-16 2012 * no major injuries 

Boise State (IDBO)
CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played Games Started Games Won Winning % Positions Started

68 65 23 33% RB

7th year RB who was a starter when healthy, started 65 out of 68 games with some substantial injuries. 1st year in Jon

Gruden's ZBS, after 3 seasons in Dirk Koetter's system (mixed ZBS & Gap in Tampa Bay, and previously Mike Sullivan's

scheme in Tampa from 2012 through 2014, where he was primarily a starting 2-down RB comfortable in single back and

two back sets. Marginal height with solid weight, athletic build with marginal arm length and hand size, displaying good

athletic ability with a very good combination of decisiveness, vision, 1-cut burst and finish. Back with flexible alignment

depth who displays good mental processing leading to decisiveness after the mesh point to find seams in ZBS reading 1st 

tier defenders. Shows excellent change of pace in O/S zone as play develops leading to good short area burst when

moving to his left (with left plant foot). Possesses very good vision, finding cutback seems in both O/S and I/S zone, but

as well in gap schemes to locate backside A Gap running lanes in Power O. Also can stay play side finding good angles

with his short area burst to eat up grass quickly. Good athletic ability on display with lateral movement jukes as well

jump cuts, he can move laterally and then turn north quickly evading most 1st and 2nd tier defenders within play

structure. Displays good pad level in tight running situations leading to very good finish, with his active footwork he is

difficult to bring down, can carry defenders larger than his frame. In the passing game, shows good play speed when

receiving the ball in traffic (with hands away from body) to secure and brace for impact or get north for additional YAC.

He struggles with sticking to play structure in gap scheme, hesitating to hit the hole, or doing too much to manipulate

the unblocked Mike and the play fails. This is, at times, is on display in ZBS as well, where he cuts back too early and

does not press enough play side not trusting his blockers in front of him and wants to freelance. Does not seem to be the

same runner to the right side with 1-cuts off of his right foot, possesses lesser burst to that side. Possesses adequate

competitive toughness with consistency in his running game lacking as the 2017 season went on in the wake of his

suspension, he was simply not ready to compete for a regular season workload.  In his overall adequate passing game, he 

was used sparingly with a very limited route tree restricted to square ins and flats. Can miss even check down passes

that are off the mark, often not working for the best angle to help a QB in duress. Possesses marginal pass blocking

ability, was not asked to block much but particularly displays an unwillingness to chip block that has even led to sacks

(i.e. CAR game vs. DT Kevin Love) due to the lack of contact. When contact is made, his balance is often derailed leading

to unnecessary delay in getting out in routes or in proper control. When one on one with larger sized rushers, relies on

a low aiming point that is easy for athletic rushers to evade due to his small frame. Overall, at this stage of his career, he

is a role player you can with in a zone blocking based system where he can use his vision and 1-cut burst to find space at

the 2nd level taking a smaller portion of the snaps. Lacks the durability to start as a feature back for most teams, and the

consistency to display his best traits often enough.  

KEY STATS ProBowl 2012 (rookie year) 2015 * Career 4.0 ypc (23rd among active) 2012 Week 9 NFC player 

of the Week 5 Rushing TDs (11th) 1,926 All Purpose Yards (4th) 70 yard Long Rush (9th that 

year) Awards 2012 NFL All-Rookie Team 2013 NFL Top 100 (#57) 2016 NFL Top 100 (#33) 2015 

First Team All-Pro 

MEASURABLES

BEST ZBS Vision, ZBS Cutbacks, ZBS Burst, Finish, Lateral Movement, Active Footwork 

WORST Pass Blocking, Consistency, Trusting his Blockers 

 PROJECTION
Role player you can with in a zone blocking based system where he can use his vision and 1-cut 

burst to find space at the 2nd level taking a smaller portion of the snaps. Lacks the durability to 

start as a feature back for most teams, and the consistency to display his best traits often enough. 

SCHEME FIT
Any zone blocking scheme where the runner is allowed freedom to cutback early (aka not Alex 

Gibbs strict scheme) 

SUMMARY

TAPES VIEWED 2017: NE 10/5, @BUF 10/22, CAR 10/29, NYJ 11/12, @MIA 11/19

YEAR - RD - TEAM TEAM 

12 - 1st - TB Oakland Raiders


